Abstract. In [3] a general fohl ol)eration has been introduced for definite programs wrt computed answer substitution semantics. It differs from the fold operation defined by Tama.ki and Sato in [26, 25] because its application does not depend on the tra.~sformation history. This paper extends the results in [3] by giving a more powerful sufficient condition for the preservation of computed answer sul)stitutions. Such a condition is meant to deal with the critical case when the atom introduced by folding depends on the clause to which the fold applies. The condition compares the "dependency degree" between the fonding atom and the folded clause, with the "semantic delay" between the folding atom ~Lnd the ones to be folded. The result is also extended to a more general replacement operation, by showing that it can be decomposed into a sequence of definition, general folding and unfolding operations.
Introduction
The operations of fold and unfold are the basis of many program transformation techniques [6, 13, 15, 26, 11118, 2, 21, 7, 4] . In logic programming unfold consists in having an atom substituted by its definition, namely by the bodies of the clauses that define it. This corresponds to an evaluation step. Fold is the inverse operation: a conjunction of literals, is substituted ([blded) by an atom. Folding is generally used to terminate the unfolding process and to detect and express implicit recursion.
Transformations are required to be .safe, which means that the initial and the final programs have to be equivalent wrt some semanticsl Depending on the choice of the semantics, which corresponds to the features of the program we focus on, the requirement for safeness may restri(:t more or less the transformation. Unrestricted unfold is safe for semantics corresponding to a complete search for solutions [16, 25, 26, 14, 24, 3, 18] . Order constraints ()ll its application become necessary when Prolog semantics is considered [18] . Fold is more complex. It requires the folding atom and the folded conjunction of atoms to be equivalent wrt the chosen semantics. This ensures soundness, but it is not sufficient to guarantee completeness. In fact by folding we can introduce recursion and this can lead to nontermination. The study of conditions sufficient to ensure fold safeness is a major topic in program's transformation, as a rich literature shows, see, for example, [25, 26, 19, 20, 14, 12, 23, 22, 3, 24] . Most proposed conditions depend on the transformation history. In [3] the safeness of a set of basic transformation operations, including fold and unfold, wrt S-semantics [9, 10] , is studied. This fold is more general in the sense that it does not depend on any previous transformation sequence. A set of definitions is associated to the program for collecting the information useful to transformations. Equivalences among predicates are also expressed by means of such definitions. A necessary and sufficient condition for safe folding is given, but it requires to check some property on the minimal S-model of both the initial and the final programs.
In this paper we supply a new sufficient condition for completeness of folding, based only on the S-semantics of the initial program. The S-semantics corresponds to the computed answer substitution semantics and it seems to be particularly interesting for logic programs transformations. It is declarative and in has pleasant theoretical properties, namely the existence of a minimal S-model and the coincidence of model-theoretic and fixpoint characterization. Moreover, it is the strongest semantics which is invariant under unrestricted unfolding [16] . We give a condition which characterizes when an infinite loop cannot be introduced by folding. We define:
a semantic delay between the folding atom and the folded ones. It corresponds to the difference in the number of steps of their bottom-up derivations.
a dependency degree of the folding atom on the clause to be folded.
When the semantic delay is less or equM to the dependency degree, no infinite loop can be introduced by folding and then completeness is ensured. These ideas were originally devised in [8, 5] for ensuring safeness of replacement (a more general transformation operation than folding), wrt Fitting's, Kunen's and the Well-Founded semantics of normal programs.
The structure of the paper is the following. In section 2 we give some notation and basic definitions. The semantic delay and the dependency degree are also defined. In section 3 we recall the definition of folding and the results on its safeness given in [3] . In section 4 the new sufficient condition for completeness of folding wrt computed answer substitution semantics is defined and proved. A few examples are also given. Section 5 concludes by defining the replacement operation and the corresponding completeness condition.
Preliminaries

Basic definitions
In the following we assume the standard terminology of logic programs to be wellknown, for further details see [17] or [1] . We briefly recall here some definitions and notations. (A,~,B,) ). With overlines we denote tuples of objects, hence we often write also 8 = rngu(fii, B). Analogously, vat(A) denotes the set of variables occurring in the tuple A; if S is a set of atoms and A = (A1,..., An), we use the notation A E S as an abbreviation for Ai E S, for each i, 1 < i < n.
We also assume [18] to be well-known and particularly the definitions of resultant and partial evaluation. 
S-semantics
We refer to the semantics for logic programs given in [9, 10] . Such a semantics, in our opinion, is particularly interesting for logic programs transformations. On one hand, it is still declarative (it corresponds to a complete SLD-resolution) and it has all the pleasant theoretical properties of the standard least Herbrand model semantics, namely the existence of a minimal S-model and its correspondence with a fixpoint semantics. On the other hand its operational characterization is more expressive than the standard one, since all computed answer substitutions are captured and not only ground ones. Moreover it is the strongest semantics which is invariant by unrestricted unfolding [16] . We give here only the notation and some of the results in [9, 10] .
The S-semantics of logic programs is based on interpretations containing also non ground atoms. A new Herbrand universe, Us, is defined as the set of equivalence classes of terms with respect to the equivalence relation induced by renaming (two terms are in the same equivalence class if and only if they are equal up to renaming).
Similarly, a new Herbrand base, Bs, is defined as the set of equivalence classes of atoms with respect to the equivalence induced by renaming. For the.sake of simplicity, the equivalence class of an atom A will be represented by A itself.
A preorder, <_, on Bs can be defined by: A _< A' (A is less instantiated than A') if and only if there exists a substitution t) such that At) = A'. An extension of the standard definition of truth in a Herbrand interpretation is also given. Let I be an S-interpretation, then:
-an atom A is S-true in I iff 9A' E I. A' _< A; -a definite clause A *-B1,..., B,~. is S-true in I iff for each B~ ..., B~ E I and t), if t) = mgu((B1,..., B,~), (Bi... , Bin)), then At) E I.
An S-model of a logic program P is any S-interpretation, M, in which all the clauses of P are S-true. For any program P there exists a minimal S-model, MS(P), which is the intersection of all the S-models of P [9, 10] .
The S-semantics fully characterizes the computed answers substitutions associated to a goal. In fact MS(P) is equal to Os(P), where: Os(P) = {AI3~ A = p(~)8 and t) E Ans(p(~), P)}. The set of ground instances of MS(P) is equal to the least Herbrand model of P.
Example 1. Let us consider the program
P = { c1: r(a). c2: p(X,pair(a, a)). c3: q(X) ~-r(X), p(a, Y).}.
The interpretation I = {r(a), p(Z, pair(a,a)), q(a), p(a, W)} is an S-model of P, but it is not the minimal one which is MS(P) = {r(a), p(Z, pair(a, a)), q(a)).
In [9, 10] beside the model-theoretic and the operational semantics, analogously to the standard declarative approach, a fixpoint semantics is given and the equivalence of the three semantics is proved. Let I be an S-interpretation, then
TSp(I) = {AO E Bs t 9A ~ B1,..., B,~. E P.
,.
= mgu((B1,...,B,~),(B{,...,B'))}.
TSp is the immediate consequence operator for the S-semantics. Its least fixed point is reached in w steps and it coincides with MS(P). (0); when the argument is omitted, is assumed.
In the sequel we will adopt the following standard notation: TS~ = I, TS'~,+I(I) = TSp(TS~,(I)); TS~(I)= U TS~,(I); TS~ = TS~g
2.3
Semantic equivalence and Delay
In order to define safe program transformations it is necessary to express program equivalence with respect to S-semantics. Namely two programs P1 and /)2 are Sequivalent when they have the same minimal S-model: MS(P1) = MS(P2). For dealing with folding we need to define some relations among goals in a program P.
Definition1 (S-equivalence of conjunctionS of atoms). Let P be a definite program, C' and 20 be two arbitrary conjunctions of atoms, Y a subset of vat (20) 
var(D)\Y) U (var(r 3Xr is equivalent to 3Y20 in MS(P), 2YD ~----MS(P) 3XC, iff (i) for each 0' E MS(P) and 0 such that • =mgu(C, G"), there exists J ~ MS(P)
and r such that r =mgu(D,b') and r Iz--8 Iz; (ii) for each J e MS(P) and ~ such that 0 =mgu(D, D'), there exists C" E MS (P) and r such that r =mgu(C'; (~') and r Iz= ~ Iz.
Note that this definition of equivalence basically means that the set of computed answers for ( ~--D.) restricted to Z is equal to the ones for ( ~-C.): Ans(/), P) Iz=
Example 2. Let P be the following program: 
Lemma2. If cl : A ~--C. is the only clause in program P defining the predicaZe symbol of A, and X is ~he set of variables local to C, X = var(C)\var(A), then A '~MS(P) 3X C.
Consider now the following definite program:
.
(o). n(s(X)) n(x). }
The predicates re(X) and n(X) have exactly the same meaning, they are, in fact, equivalenr in MS(P) but in order to build the proof of m(s(O)), we need four inference steps, while for n(s(O)), two steps are sufficient, as re(t) belongs to TS 4, while n(t) belongs to TS~. In general, n(t) occurs in TS~ iff re(t) occurs in TSJp +2. We can formalist this idea by saying that the semantic delay ofm(X) wrl n(X) is two.
Definition 3 (S-delay). Let P be a definite program, C and /) be two conjunc- 
var([9)\Y) U (var(C)\X). Suppose that 3Y [9 ~--MS(P) 3XC .
The S-delay of 3YD wrt 3XC is the least integer n such that, for each natural m, and each substitution ~:
if C" e TS~ and 8 =m_gu(C', C'), then there exists/9' e TS~ +~ and a substitution r such that r =mgu(D', D) and 8 Iz= r Iz.
Dependency degree
We now need to define the dependency degree of a predicate on a program clause. The fold operation consists in substituting an atom for an equivalent conjunction of atoms, in the body of a clause. This operation is generally used in all the transformation techniques in order to pack back unfolded clauses and to detect implicit recursive definitions. In the literature we find different definitions for this operation. The differences mainly depend on how we derive the equivalence between the conjunction of atoms to be folded and the folding one. The simpler case is when such equivalence derives directly from a clause, the folding clause, which belongs to the same program where the fold operation is performed [12, 19] . This is often too restrictive as the folding clause could have been modified or eliminated from the program by some previous transformation. Hence in many proposals [25, 26, 22, 23, 24] the folding and the folded clause do not belong to the same program, more precisely, the folding clause belongs to the first program of a transformation sequence. In [3] , no transformation sequence is considered; instead a set of definitions is associated to the program in order to record the information useful for future transformations. The equivalence among an atom and a conjunction of atoms is represented by a definition which must be consistent with the program's semantics. In this section we recall the general definition of folding given in [3] and its properties.
In order to characterize the correctness of a transformation operation wrt to the S-semantics we adopt the following terminology. Definition 6. Let pt be the result of applying a transformation operation to a program P. The transformation is sound if 
MS(P) D MS(P'), complete if MS(P) C MS(F'), safe if MS(P) = MS(P').
We give here a definition of consistency of a definition wrt a program which is equivalent to the one given in [3] . The consistency of the definition wrt P guarantees the soundness of the folding operation, as is proven in [3] .
., Dm)\var(D). The definition D def (D1 A ... A Dr.) is consistent with P iff
3YD "~MS(P) 3X(D1 A ... A Din).
Lemma 9 (soundness of folding). /f P' = fold(P, D, c), then MS(P) 2 MS(P').
Completeness is not always guaranteed as it is shown by the following example.
Example 3. Let P be the following program: P = { p ~--r. r *---q. q. }. def MS(P) = {p, q, r}; p, q and r are all equivalent in MS(P), the definition p = q is consistent with P, but, if we fold p in the body of cl we obtain: P'={ p~--r, r~--p, q. } which is by no means equivalent to the previous program. In fact MS(P') = {q}. We have introduced a loop and p and 7" are no more true.
The consistency of the definition wrt both P and P~ guarantees the safeness of the folding operation. 
gram P and P' =fold(P, D, c). The folding operation is safe, MS(P) = MS(P'), iff the definition D de=f (D1 A ... A Dm) is also consistent with P'.
Proposition 10 requires the knowledge of MS(P~), the minimal S-model of P~, the program resulting from the transformation. This is not very practical, hence, in [3] , other sufficient conditions, simpler to verify, are also given. 
Proposition 11. In the hypothesis of the definition of the folding operation, with D = d(tl,..., t~), each of the following conditions guarantees that MS(P) = MS(P'):
MS(P) lin,tanr oy
4
Safe Folding
In this section we give a new sufficient condition for safe folding that depends on the delay of D wrt (D1,..., Din). In particular we prove that, if the delay of of D wrt (Dx,..., Din) in MS(P) is "small enough", then the S-semantics of the program is not affected by the fold operation. In order to formalise the concept of "small enough delay" we compare it to the dependency degree of D on the clause to which we want to apply the fold operation.
A sufficient condition
Example 3 shows that the equivalence of p and q is not sufficient to guarantee the preservation of the semantics after folding. This happens when the definition of p depends on the clause cl and the folding operation modifies the meaning of p in the program. In fact proposition 11.1 guarantees that, when the folding predicate is independent from the folded clause, then the operation is safe. Consider now the following program:
P = { d: p(X) *---q(X). cl : A ~--...,q(X),. ..... } where d is the only clause defining the predicate symbol p. p(X) and q(X) are equivalent in MS(P) and the definition p(X) "~MS(P) q(Z)
is then consistent with P. Now, if we fold p(t) in el, we obtain the following program: The following lemma is necessary in the proof.
P' = { d: p(X) ~--q(X). cl : A ~--.... p(X),. ..... } which, by proposition 11, has the same S-semantics of the previous one, MS(P) = MS(P~
Lemma12. Let B, B' be two unifiable atoms, I an S-interpretation, k a natural number such that:
-B' 9 TS~(I);
-either depp(B, cl) > k, or B is independent from cl; then B' 9 TS~,(I).
Proof. By induction on k. Base: k --= 0. Trivial, since TS~ = TS~,(I) = I. Induction step: k > 0. Since B' E TS~(I), there exists c : C ~ C1,..., C~. E P and 7 such that C7 = B' and 7 = mgu((C~,..., C~) (C1,..., C~)), where, for each i,
C~ 6 TS~,-I(I).
Let us consider an element Ci7 of body(c)'),. We have to consider two cases:
(1) Ci7 is independent from cl. Then by inductive hypothesis: C~ 9 TS~71(I); (2) Ci7 is not independent from cl. Let r =mgu(B, B') -mgu(B, C7). If C/7r is independent from cl then, by inductive hypothesis (applied to Ci7r and C~), C~ 9 TSkTI(I). If Ci7r is not independent from cl then B cannot be independent from cl. Hence from our hypothesis depp(B, cl) > k, and, consequently, depp(Ci7r cl) _ k -1. By the hypothesis (applied to Ci7r and C~) it follows that C~ 9 TS~,71(I).
Hence, for each i, C' 9 TSkp71(1).
Since depp(B,cl) >_ k > O, B cannot be an instance of the head of cl, hence c 5s cl.
Then c belongs to both P and P', which gives the thesis.
[:3 (3X(D1,. .. ,D,~));
D is independent from cl; or 2. the dependency degree of D on cl is greater or equal to the S-delay of (3YD) wrt
then MS(P)= MS(P').
Proof. By lemma 9, MS(P') C_ MS(P). We need to show that MS(P) C_ MS(P').
If D is independent from cl then the result follows from proposition 11.1. By contradiction, let us suppose MS(P) q: MS(P'). Since TS~ is monotonically increasing and ~ = TS ~ C_ MS(P'), there has to be a natural j such that: MS(P') D_ TSJp MS(P') 7~ TSJp + 1. Let C be an atom belonging to TSp(TSJp)\MS(P'). There has to be a clause in P\P' which allows to infer C from TS~. 
C = AO' E TSp, (MS(P')) = MS(P') which contradicts the fact that C belongs to TSp(TSJp)\MS(P').
[]
Examples
Example 4. Let us consider the program: 
(s(X)) de f n(X). }
Both dl and d2 are consistent with P; but while dl can safely be used for folding in c3, d2 would introduce a loop, leading to the program:
In fact, when using dl for folding in c3, the conditions in theorem 13 are met as :
divbytwo(O). : divbytwo(ssX) ~-divbytwo(X). : divbythree(O). : divbythree(sssX) ~-divbythree(X). : divbysix(Z) ~--divbytwo(X),divbythree(X).}
Since c5 is the only clause defining predicate divbysix(X), by lemma 2 the definition (divbysix(X) def divbytwo(X) A divbythree(Z)) is consistent with P0. Let us now unfold divbytwo(X) in the body of c5; we obtain:
divbythree(ssX).}
We can now unfold divbythree in the bodies of c5 and c7, thus obtaining respectively c8 and c9 and the following program: P2 = P1\{c6, c7} u { cs: divbysix(0). c9: divbysix(sssX) divbytwo(sX),divbythree(X).} Again, we can unfold divbytwo in the body of c9:
divbythree(sX).}
By unfolding divbythree in the body of c10 and then again divbytwo in the resulting clause, we obtain:
Since unfolding is a safe operation wrt the S-semantics, [14, 16, 3] , it follows that
MS(P) = MS(P1) =...= MS(P4).
Hence the definition (divbysix(X) dej divbytwo(X) A divbythree(X)) is consistent with P4 and it can be used to perform a fold operation in the body of c11, since the applicability conditions in definition 8 are trivially satisfied. By theorem 13 this is a safe operation, in fact:
in fact each time that, for some v and k, {divbytwo(X)T, divbythree(X)r} C_ TS~, then also divbysix(X)v E TS~. This is due to the fact that all the atoms in the body of c5 have been unfolded at least once.
After the fold operation, we end up with the final program:
This example shows a typical application of tblding in a transformation sequence as defined by Tamaki and Sato [25, 26] and successively modified by Seki [24] .
5
From Fold to Replacement
The conditions of theorem 13 for a safe folding have been originally designed in [8, 5] for a more general case, namely for safeness of replacement in normal programs. Replacement is a very general transformation operation which substitutes a conjunction of atoms for another conjunction. In [8, 5] 
then MS(P) = MS(P').
Proof. The proof could be given directly, but here we prefer to use our previous safeness result for folding. We simulate replacement by a three steps process which uses only fold, unfold, and new predicates definition. Let Bs(P) be the new Herbrand base of P.
Step are satisfied.
Step 3. Unfolding.
We can now unfold p(Z) in cl2: P3 =unfold(P2, cl,p(Z)) = P2\{cl2} U {cl3: A *--D1,..., Din, At,..., gl.}
The clause defining predicate p can be removed, being now superfluous. In fact the predicate symbol p does not occur in the body of any clause in P3. The resulting program is identical to P'. We have:
MS(P') = MS(P3) n Bs(P) = MS(P1) n Bs(P) = MS(P). [] Example 6 (Sorting by Permutation and Check).
The following program is borrowed from [26] . Here we assume that the predicate smallereq(x, y) is defined in the program by a finite set of ground facts. Let P0 be the following program: [1) ,--ord([]). Hence folding can be applied and the conditions of theorem 13 are satisfied; the resulting program is: P4 = P3\{c12} U {el3} = P0\{e8} U
MS(P2); hence (ins(A, Z, Y), ord(Y)) ~--MS(P2) (ord(Z), ins(A, Z, Y), ord(Y)); b) The conjunction (ord(Z), ins(A, Z, Y), ord(Y)
)
